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me renter mes dieux. . . . But, taken in conjunction with
Flemington apple-jack, which is the best produced in this
continent and as good as almost anything produced in the
Department of Calvados, on a snowy day, after a long
morning in the court-house . . . O Lord, as said the
author of the Serious Call,, it is enough.
§
So, in that rather stern, frugal atmosphere, I felt myself
unclose as do Jericho roses in tepid water. They were kind
people. . . . But, oh yes, stern.
At home in my apartment in New York, either the steam-
heating does not work or by setting the thermostat to 65°
and opening all the windows when the outer temperature
is twelve below zero I can find contentment. And when
travelling, in all hotels but one in the city of Philadelphia,
I have by the same means hitherto been able to obtain the
same end. I remember an almost perfect night in the
Blackstone in Chicago—in January. But in rny hospitable
night-quarter in Flemington my hings were baked; the skin
of my forehead pricked as if with electric sparks. The air
was so heavy with a citrous furniture polish that I dreamed
that I was home in Provence trying to keep off mosquitoes
with a stuff called citrine. . . . And I ask myself, is it stern
and frugal and like Thomas Jefferson to coddle yourself
with this luxury of heating? When / know it is going to be
cold I induce around me the coldest circumstances that I
can contrive and wear a minimum of clothing for a week or
so. Thus in trousers, a shirt open at the neck, and a tweed
jacket for all clothing, I can sit on the November borders of
Lac Leman what time the unfortunate New Yorker with a
purple nose goes covered in furs and worsteds and the pencil
falls again and again from the nerveless fingers of Biala
sketching in the Hall of the Nations.
§
In Flemington, at two in the morning, I was awakened by
my landlady carrying a flashlight and wearing, I imagine, a
yellow flannel head-dress, for she was almost invisible behind

